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ON  THE  MÜNTZ-SZASZ  THEOREM FOR  C[0, 1]

ALAN  R.  SIEGEL1

Abstract. The functions l,/*1, /*», • ■ ■ with complex A's are

shown to be incomplete in C[0,11 under conditions weaker than

those proven by Szász, and a special construction due to P. D. Lax

where the functions are complete is given.

In 1916 Szász proved the following classical result:

Theorem 1. Suppose ReXj'>Q,j=\, 2, ■ ■ ■, and, for the sake of

simplicity, the X's are distinct. Then the functions 1, tAx, r'\ • • • are com-

plete in C[0, I] if

y   ReAj

and incomplete if

(2) z . /,:.. <°°.

1 + u,i

v Re Xj + 1

1 + \X12

When lim inf,^^ ReA,>0, (1) is the negation of (2) and constitutes a

necessary and sufficient condition for completeness. However, under

circumstances where neither (1) nor (2) is satisfied, for example if

Xj=\jj+isjj or the X's are bounded and 2 Re Aj<oo, the completeness

question is not answered by Szász's theorem.

For the L2 case, it should be noted that there is no such unresolved

margin. This is because the L2 distance between tx and the linear span of

{tx'}f=i can be explicitly expressed in terms of a Blaschke product which

converges to a nontrivial function if and only- if

,,, V Re X, + \
(3) Z-o < °°-

The purpose of this paper is to reduce the gap in Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Suppose Re X¡>0,j = 1, 2, • • • , X¡-*oo asj-*co and the

X's are distinct. If for some a< 1,

(4) l"\+?-W<a>.l + Uil"
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then the linear span of 1, tXl, f"s, • • • is not dense in C[0, 1]. In fact, tx

cannot be uniformly approximated by elements of the span unless X equals

one of the X¡s or 0.

Proof. We shall construct a bounded linear functional / on C[0, 1],

see (14), such that l(t/L)=0 only when A=0, Xx, A2, • • • . First, a few pre-

liminary constructions. Set

(5) e~s=r,    F(s)=f(e->)

forfe C[0, 1]. Then F(s) e C[0, co] and has a Laplace transform

(6) F(w) =      eKSF(s) ds
Jo

for Re iv<0. Clearly /satisfies

(7) |F(w)|^-^.
—Re w

Lemma.    Choose some ß, <x</?<l, and, via the Poisson integral, define

an analytic function tp in the right half-plane such that

(8) Re ip(iy) = exp(- \y\').

Then tp has the following properties:

(a) tp is bounded.

(b) The mapping z-*w defined by

(9) w = z- W(z)

maps the right half-plane 1-1 onto a region containing Re w_;0.

(c) Denote by y¡ the point whose image under this map is Xj :

(10) A, = y, - xp(y,).

Then

(11) Re 7j = 0(Re A, + exp(- |A,|")).

Proof later.

It follows from (4) and (11) that the Blaschke product

.-=<> y i + z y i    ,=o V     \y¡\ + y pi

converges. From (7) and (8), we have

(13) lA'>-V(0'))l^exp(|^)l|F|L.
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Choosing a Ô, tx<ß<o<\, we define the linear functional /(/) as follows:

(14) /(/) = f" F(z - xp(z))exV(-zi)B(z) dz.
J—¿00

Since |.S(z)>)| = l and \exp(\y\ß)exp(—(iy)s)\ is integrable, it follows from (13)

that / is bounded. Now set/=fA; then F(s)=e~Xs, F(w)=\j(X-w), and

F(z—tp(z))= — \j(z—ip(z)—X) is meromorphic with one pole, y, in the

right half-plane. In this case, the contour in (14) can be shifted to the

right, with the total contribution resulting from the residue at z=y

since the integrand vanishes in a dominated way at infinity:

(15) l(t') = 27TÍ
exp(-yd)B(y)

v'(y)i

Therefore l(tÁ) vanishes if and only if B vanishes at y; this happens only

when y—y0, ylt ••• •, i.e., when X=0, Xx, X2, ■ ■ ■ . This completes the

proof except for the lemma.

Setting

y>(x + iy)
77 J-o

dt
-co x + i(y — t)

gives property (8) and the boundedness of Re y>. But

|Im ip(x + iy)\ =

< sup

1 f°° 1
77" J— oo X

77   Jo

up
y   Jo

*-"■'(* - y)

2 + (y - tf
t+v\ß

dl

t(e~]t+vl" — e~lt~yi

x2 + i2

e-\t+y\l> _ e-\t-v\V

dt

dt +
•/-co

< 2ß sup    -1-— dt +       e-Wßdt <
y    Jo    f  —  y\l~ß J-co

dt

CO.

So \y>(z)\<k for some k, which is property (a). Applying the argument

principle to z—tp(z) in the right half-plane gives (b). Now

Re xp(z) m -        —-     — dt
77 J-oc X" + (y- ty

< i riï/21

77 J-\vl2\IW2| x2 + (y - t)2
dt +

0-\v/2\ß /"oc

+ 0> - O2
di

<
4x\y\

+ é
-Jw/2|P

^  +  /)

(16) Re v<z) < Re(z/2) + exp(- |Im(z/2)|"),        |z| large.
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But yj=Xj+rp(yj),  and  hence  Rey, = Re Xj+Reip(yj).  Applying (16)

yields

(17) Re y, = 0(Re A, + exp(- |Im(yi/2)|')).

Since \Xj—yj\<k, it follows that

(18) exp(- |Im(y,/2)|') = 0(Re A, + exp(- |7i|«)),       a < ß.

Combining (17) and (18) gives (11), the final part of the lemma.

Corollary.    Suppose Re A.3>0, j= 1, 2, • • • , X¡-^iy as /->oo and the

Xs are distinct. If, for some a< 1,

(i9) 2Re^ + exp(- , í .   ) < °°>
\      Xj - iy   I

then 1, tx\ tx*, ■ ■ ■ is not complete in C[0, 1].

This follows from setting

(20) Kf)- i" W*y + —Lrr)e"zaß(z)dz-
J-ioo   \        z — mz)/

Corollary.    Suppose Xjk->-iyk and A3 0-*oo as j-*oo, k=l, 2, ■ ■ ■, I,

the A's are distinct and with positive real parts. If for some a<l,

(21)

2 Re
j=i

A.-.p + exp(- |A3,0|a) , ^ ,

.    i + ia,oI*    +¿"+
expí--—   ) <  CO,

then the functions 1, tx¡-", j= 1, 2, ■ - • , ft=0, 1, • • ■ , /, are not complete in

C[0, 1].

The result is a direct consequence of setting

F(w0, wlt ■ • ■, w,) = • • •       exp (w0s0 + wxsx + ■ ■ ■ + w¡s¡)
Jo  Jo        Jo

x F(s0 + sx-\-(-s,) ds0 dsx- ■ ■ ds¡,

/*ioo     /"¿oo Tico        /

/(/)= •••        f(z0-rp(z0),
•/—¿oc J—icc J—icc       \

(22)

(23) I>1 + -L^f...fly,+_i_^\
zi - v(zi) z¡ - ^(z¡:

xflr'^iz,

Corollary.    Suppose the X/s are positive and distinct for j= 1, 2, • • • .

77.e« 1, tXl, t'1, • • • are complete in C[0, 1] if and only if

(24) 2 ft/0 + *ïm = <*■
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This generalization of Miintz's theorem is stated, though not proven, in

[2, p. 29]. Its proof may be simplified by letting tp=\ in the preceding

calculations.

For complex /Ts, however, Lax has shown by example that (1) is not

necessary for completeness.

Theorem 3 (Lax). Let l} be any sequence of positive numbers going

to infinity, and a,- any positive sequence tending to zero. Define Xjk by

(25) Xjk = ay + «2**//,.,      j = 1, 2, • • •, k = 0, ±1, ±2, • • •.

Then {1, A*}f-i £=-» is complete in C[0, I].

If we choose a,- and l} so that

(26) 2 *¿ < °°>

then 2i.k [Re ¿i.fc/O + l^.fcl2)] converges since

^   ^      ReXik        ^     / r»      dx      \      „,sr    ,s
Z   Z   -^4 <¿«j  1+2     -r   = 0(> a,/,).
£*£„ i + u,-.*i2  á 5\     Jo i + (x//,)2/    vz<

Unfortunately, this example is somewhat pathological since the accumula-

tion points of Xjjc are precisely the imaginary axis.

Proof of Theorem 3. Let X be the closure in C0[0, oo] of the linear

space spanned by {e_A)'lS}51lj?L_00, where

C0[0, oo] = ¡Fe C[0, oo]:lim/'(a) = o).
I s—-co J

To prove that A==C0[0, oo], an equivalent formulation of the theorem, it

suffices to show that for any F e C0[0, oo], there is a G e X such that

(27) \\F-G\\X<UF\\X.

This is because successive approximations give a sequence in X con-

verging to F.

Let Fbe an element of C0[0, oo]. Since lim^.^ F(s)=0, we may choose

J so large that

(28) |F(i)| < in*!«    for all s >lj- I.

For convenience, denote lj by /, and a^ by a. Define H(s) on [0, /] by

H(s) = easF(s),       0 < s < I - 1,

(29) = e*sF(s)(l - s) + F(0)(s - I + Ï),       I - I < s < I.

H is continuous, and H(0)=H(l). Define L to be the periodic extension

of H. Then L can be uniformly approximated by linear combinations of
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exp(i2nksll), k-0, ±1, ±2, •■■. Therefore G(s)=^e""L(s) can be

uniformly approximated by linear combinations of sxp(—XJks), k=

0, ±1, ±2, • • -, and hence belongs to X. Clearly

(30) G(s) = \F(s)   for s e [0, / - 1 ].

Forje [/- 1,/],

\G(s)\ Í l(\F(s)\ (l-s) + |f(0)| (s-l+ I))

= l(\\FIL(/ -s)+ \\f\\x(s - i + i)) = yfil.

Since |C(j)|<|G(j-/)| for s>l, it follows that

(32) «GIL = IMF II..

From (30) we have

(33) |f(i) - G(s)\ < |||f ||œ,       *e[0,/-l].

Combining (32) and (28) gives

(34) |f(5)-G(i)|^|f(s)|-l-|G(j)|áf||f|L,       î>/-1.

Combining (33) and (34) we see that ||f —G||x<§||f ||œ, as asserted in (27).
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